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Abstract-The existence of a spectrum is proved for the eigenmodes of weakly guiding dielectric
waveguides, and the properties of the dispersion curves are analyzed. The method of analysis is based
on a reduction of the problem on the unbounded domain to a parametric eigenvalue problem posed on a
circle with a nonlocal boundary condition nonlinear in the spectral parameter. The analysis of the
reduced problem is based on the spectral theory ofcompact self-adjoint operators.

INTRODUCTION

Analysis of spectral problems in the theory of dielectric waveguides and development of numerical
methods for their solution are the subjects of extensive current research (see, for example, [1-5] and refer-
ences cited therein).

The basic problem in the theory of dielectric waveguides is the analysis of their modes of the form
@(.r)exp[i(ro t - Fz)), where .r is the vector of transverse coordinates, z is the longitudinal coordinate, p is the
longitudinal propagation constant, rrl is the frequency of oscillation in time /. Surface waves are of particular
interest. Their amplitude @(-r) decays exponentially as lxl 

- 
€, and the corresponding propagation con-

stant p is real.
For cylindrical waveguides with permittivity weakly varying over the cross section, the "approximation

of a weakly guiding waveguide" is widely used [2]. It leads to a parametric spectral problem for the Helm-
holtz equation on a plane in which the desired parameters are l. = ro2 and p = Ft. The theoretical analysis is
focused on the behavior of dispersion curves, which describe the relation between the parameters ), and p.
For waveguides of canonical cross-sectional geometry (circle, ellipse, rectangle) characterized by certain
permittivity distributions, the analysis can be carried out by means of separation of variables (see, for exam-
ple, [2]). However, waveguides with diverse properties are used in practice (homogeneous waveguides of
arbitrary geometry, fibers with permittivity varying over the cross section, waveguides consisting of two and
more parallel fibers, etc.). The corresponding spectral problems cannot be solved explicitly, and numerical
methods are used to solve them (see, for example, the reviews in [3, 4]). In [6-8], a method for calculating
homogeneous waveguides of arbitrary cross section was suggested and studied, based on a reduction of the
problem to a nonlinear spectral problem for a Fredholm integral holomorphic operator-valued function.

In this paper, we present a theoretical analysis of the dispersion curves in the general case, i.e., for inho-
mogeneous waveguides of arbitrary cross section. The approach suggested below further develops the
method described in [9], where the existence of a spectrum was proved. It is based on a reduction of the
problem under consideration to a problem on a bounded domain with a nonlocal boundary condition. The
resulting parametric eigenvalue problem is nonlinear in the spectral parameter. Our analysis of this problem
is based on the spectral theory of bounded self-adjoint operators.

We point out that the existence of solutions to spectral problems on unbounded domains is frequently
examined by methods based on the spectral theory of unbounded operators. A number of interesting results
have been obtained in this way (see, for example, [0-12]). In particular, the issues addressed in this paper
were considered in [10] for a vector problem.

The method proposed here can be considered as an alternative approach to the analysis and, eventually,
approximate solution to problems of this kind. It appears to be more constructive, because it leads to equa-
tions that are easier to solve numerically. Moreover, a number of new results can be obtained along these
lines, in particular, the equations that determine the number of solutions (the so-called cut-off equations)
can be considerably simplified.

In Section 1, we formulate the problem and the restrictions on the parameters l. and p required to ensure
the existence of solutions to the problem.
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EXISTENCE AND PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS t20r

In Section 2, two equivalent definitions of the generalized solution are given: the conventional one (on

a plane) and a new one (on a circle). The method of reduction of problems posed on unbounded domains to
problems on bounded domains, which was applied to boundary value problems in [13, 14] and to spectral
problems in [15] is employed. The new definition of the generalized solution leads to a parametric eigen-
value problem of the form Au(}.)a = )"8u, where Au(}.) and B are linear self-adjoint operators; in addition,
Au(l) is bounded and nonnegative, and B is compact and positive.

At a fixed p, we have the problem A(A.)u = ),Bu.In Section 3, we examine the existence of solutions to
an abstract problem of this form by analyzing the dependence of the eigenvalues of the conventional sym-
metric spectral problem A(tr)u = yBu on 1". In this analysis, a key role is played by the monotonicity and
continuity of the operator-valued function A(),). A finite-dimensional problem of this type was analyzed in
[16], and an analogous abstract problem was considered in [17, 18].

In Section 4 the operator Au(l) is defined at p, ). belonging to the boundary of the domain of their admis-
sible values. This is required to formulate the cut-off equation, which is done in Section 5.

The main results of the paper are formulated and proved in Section 6. The eigenvalues l"(p) are studied
as functions of the parameter p. We construct simple equations based on the Courant-Weyl principle, which
are satisfied by l(p). The dispersion curves ), = l.(p) are described. In particular, their smoothness, mono-
tonicity, and large p asymptotics are studied. We show that the problem has at least one solution at any p >
0 and the number of solutions increases with p, approaching infinity os p + -. There exist only a finite
number of solutions for any finite p. This number depends on special values of p, which are called the cut-
off points and are the solutions to the cut-off equations. Finally, a theorem on the orthogonality of eigen-
functions is proved for the original problem on a plane.

The equations obtained in the paper are transparent as concerns the construction of their numerical solu-
tions methods. These equations can be differenced in a natural manner by a variational difference method.
Algorithms that solve the resulting discrete spectral problems, which are nonlinear in the spectral parameter,
were discussed, forexample, in [18]. The issues arising in the numerical analysis of the problems consid-
ered in this paper will be addressed in separate publications.

1. STA|EMENT OF TFIE PROBLEM

We seek the surface eigenmodes of weakly guiding dielectric waveguides. Under certain assumptions
(e.g., see 12,p.5251), the task reduces to finding such positive values of the parameters I and p that there
exist nontrivial, exponentially decaying toward infinity solutions u to the following problem understood in
the classical sense [19]:

- L,u + Vu = XEu, x e f), \-.r C),,

[a]., = 6, [ru].,, = o. (2)

Here, e("r) denotes the permittivity of a waveguide at x e e), and that of the ambient medium at x e f),, e(;r) =
r- = const in S),, uu is the derivative along the outward normal to the boundary y of a bounded (not neces-

sarily connected) domain f); in R', f), = R\Qr, and [u], is the jump of a across the contour y. We assume

that the origin lies in f2,, e e C(Or ), each connected component of the boundary y is a Lipschitz curve, and

mine(-r) 2 e-, u. = 
Tj5,u(x) 

> e- > 0.

The exact solution to problem (1), (2) for a uniform waveguide (e(;r) = const in Q;) of circular cross sec-

tion is well known 12, p.2671. The values of )" and p for which there exist nontrivial solutions to the problem
make up a countable set of dispersion curves ), = lr(F) in the plane (p, f). Figure I shows the dispersion
curves for €- = 1 and e* = 2. These curves are smooth and belong to the domain A bounded by the lines )' =
p/e-, and 7 = p,le*.In what follows, we show that this behavior is also characteristic of the case under con-
sideration.

Let us describe the set of admissible values of p and )v.If u is a classical solution to problem (1), (2) at

some (p,l.), then the equation

- Lu + (p - l.e-)rr = 0, ir € f)e

holds in the domain Q". It has solutions exponentially decaying toward infinity only if )'<p'le- (e.g., see

(l)

(3)
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Fig.l.

[20]). Furthennore, we multiply (1) by il and integrate the result over -r e R2 to obtain

l<tv"f +po'1dx

R2

which implies that l, > p/e*. Therefore,

(p,1,)e A, A = {(F,}u):p"/e*<},.<p"/e-, pr>0}

is a necessary solvability condition for problem (1), (2).We assume that it is satisfied.

2. DEFINITIONS OF THE GENERALZED SOLUTION

Let us examine the existence of the generalized solutions to problem (1), (2).We formulate two defini
tions of the generalized solution. One of them is conventional and is used to establish the properties of
eigenfunctions. The other definition is a new one; it can be used to analyze the solvability of the problem
by means of the theory of self-adjoint compact operators in the Hilbert space.

2.1. Generalized Solution in an Unbounded Domain

Consider the Sobolev space FIl = Wl (Rt) with the norm

llull?,m, = J tlvrl' + u'ydr.

R2

Consider the problem: to determine all pairs (tl, I) e A for which there exist functions z e I1\{0} sat-
isfying the identity

20 25
l.r

= LIer'dr<)"e*tu'd*,
R2 R2

I fv".Vrz * yt"uv)dx = ]"[euud*
R2 R2

with any ve Hr.
If (p, 1., z) is a solution to problem (1), (2), then (P1) is satisfied. This is readily checked by multiplying

(1) by an arbitrary ve Hr and integrating by parts. The converse is also true. Choosing a function vin (Pl)
with support in Q; (Q,), we find that the equation (1) is satisfied on Q; (Q,) in the sense of distributions and,

(P1)

\
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EXISTENCE AND PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS I2O3

since solutions to the boundary value problem are regular in the classical sense as well. Choosing an arbi-
trary v defined on y, we obtain the second equality in (2). The equality lrly = 0 is valid for any function in
Ill. Furthermore, because z satisfies equation (3), it exponentially decays toward infinity, since (p,l,) e A
(e.g., see [20]).

2.2 Generalized Solution in a Bounded Domain

Denote by fl an open circle of radius R centered at the origin, such that Q, c Q. Let f be the boundary

of QandQ-= R2\Q. Definethe spaces V= Wt(A),v*= wlz(Q-), and V3 = {ve V-: vlr=0}. Denote

by (', ') the scalar product in V

Let u € Wt''(D. We call uo e V-a metaharmonic continuation of z into f)- if zol; = u and

!tr""'Vv+ ozuov)dx = o YveVo*.
o_

It is clear that such a continuation exists and is unique for o > 0.

Define the operator Sp(o') : V 
- 

V as

(Sp(o)a, v) =

where u and v are arbitrary functions in V and uo and vo are, respectively, the metaharmonic continuations
of the traces of a and v on I into the domain e2-.

Rewrite (P1) as

(4)

Ifv "' Y v + Ttuv)d* + ! (Y u' Y v t ozuv)dx =
aQ*

J {v "". 
Vrro + ozuovo)dn o > o,

o

(s))"[euvdx
O

(6)t"Jeuvdx Yve V.

O

Yv e Ht,

where o = /p - ls-. Note here that if rz= 0 on Q in equality (5), then

[(vr'Yv+62uv)d.x = 0 Vrze Y3;
j_'

i.e., u = uo on f)-. Restricting (5) to such v e Ht that rz = vo in fJ- and taking into account the fact that any
function in V admits a metaharmonic continuation of its trace, we find that the solution to problem (P1),
when it exists, satisfies the identity

I<O" 
.Y v + Stuv)dx + (Sr(o)u, v) =

o

Obviously, the converse is also true. Indeed, suppose that (p, )", z) satisfies the equality (6). Consider the
metaharmonic continuation of z from the domain Q into the domain Q-. The resulting function defined on

R2 is also denoted by a. It is clear that u e FII . Using the definition of the form (Sp(o) u, v), andnoting that
the definition of metaharmonic continuation implies that

uovo)dx = uov)dx Yv e Ht,

we deduce (5) from (6). The equivalence of problems (Pl) and (6) is construed here in this particular sense.
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2.3. Explicit Form of the Operator Sr(o)

We chose a circular domain fl to ensure that an explicit representation for Sp(o) can be obtained. The
operator Sr(o) is symmetric, is defined on the entire space V and therefore is continuous (e.g., see [21,
p.291). Since the set of infinitely differentiable functions is dense in U it suffices to demonstrate the explicit
form of S1(o) for smooth functions. Integrating (4) by parts, we see that

-Luo+ozuo = Q, x€ Sl-,

uo = u(R,9), -r€ l,

(,s(o)2, ,> = -!pua*.
r

Here, (r, g) are the polar coordinates of a point x. The solution to problem (7), (8) is readily determined by
separation ofvariables. It has the form

where n=0,1,...;

uoe,e) = i'ffi la^(u)cos(ng) + b"(z)sin(nq)1,
n=0

2r. 2r.

a,(u) = *,[ "ro,g)cos(ng)dg, 
bn(u) = Ln! uro,g)sin(nrp)drp,

00

&(z) is the modified Bessel function of nth order (e.g., see 122)), the prime over the sum means that the
zeroth term is multiplied by ll2. Consequently,

%l = -+ i 'Hn(Ro)[an(a)cos(ng) + b,(z)sin(n g)],r--I PL/ n'
ur lr=R ..n=o

H,(z) = -zK,1z1 / t<,171.

It is well known that the modified Bessel functions Kr(z) are positive at real z ) 0 and n > 0 and

K',(z) = -K^-{z)-2*,rrr, n)1, KLk) = -K{z).

Therefore, atz)0,

Hn(z) = ,*rffiro, n2l, Hok) = ,ffirl.
Substituting (10) into (9) we obtain the desired formula:

(Sp(o)a, u) = io' H 
^(Ro)la,(u) 

an(v) + b,(u)b 
^(v)1.

2.4. Formulation of the Problem inTbrms of Operators

Define operators 46, S(o), Bs, and B : V - Vfor any (p, l) e A by the equations

(A su, v) = [ V 
" 

. Y v dx + \' nla,(u) a,(v) + b 
^(u) 

b 
^(v)],

Q n=l
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EXISTENCE AND PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS

(s(o)u, v) = 0.5Roffitrr, u)as(v) + bo@)boe)l + ) o"?# fa,,(u)a,,(v) + b,(u)b,(v)1,
n=l

(Bsu, v) = !uvdx, (Bu, v) = Jeuvdx,
OO

where uandvarearbitraryfunctions in Tand 6= /p-)"e-. LetAu(l) =Ao*pBo+S(o).
Problem (6) can now be formulated as follows: find all (p, l) e A such that there exist nontrivial solu-

tions to the problem

ueV:Ar().)u=)vBu. (P2)

At a fixed p, problem (P2) is a symmetric eigenvalue problem of the form A(?u)u = ?'.8u, which is non-
linear in the spectral parameter 1". It is convenient to consider first an abstract problem of this kind.

3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM A(L)u = )vBu

Let H be a Hilbert space with a scalar product (', ') and a norrn ll'll, 110 = IA{0}, and 1be the identity
operator in .F/. The operator inequalities A> B and A > B are interpreted here as usually done, as (Au, u)>
(Bu, u) and (Au, u) > (Bu, u) for any u e Hs, respectively.

Let A = [l-, l.*], where l- > 0. Consider the problem of finding such (]., a) e A x Ho that

where A(1.) and B are linear self-adjoint "rii* ; l"a;"r"er the Rayleigh ratio

R(1., z) = 4,*)':.(), l. € A, u e Ho.
(Bu, u)

Assume the following:
l. B is a compact operator, B>0, and 0 <A(1,) S ml,wherem>0 and. is independent of ]";
2.The operator-valued function A(1") is continuous on A;

3. The functional R(1, ') is a decreasing function of l.;
4. The eigenvalue problem

(y,u)e Axl1o: A().*)u = yBu

has n eigenvalues yf (counted with their multiplicities) in the interval (0, l.*l:

o<vi
5. R(1.-, u) > X-for any u e Hs.

Theorem l. If conditions l-5 are fulfilled, then there exist exactly n spectral pairs (),.i, u) of problem
(II) such that

l-<lt

Moreover,lu=l*if y)=)u*,and).,,<)"*if Y;<l...Furthermore,iflv-,(lo<L1,*pthenul,isdetermined
uniquely (up to afactor); if )"r-t ( 1,1 = lr* r = ...=Lk*^-r lLk*,n, then u;, i = k, ..., k + m - I, can be
chosenasorthonormalvectors:(Bubuj)=6,j,i,j=k,...,k+m-LEachlu=)tp,k> 1ls theuniquerootof
the equation

^ 
= 

#?naxoR()t'u)'
where H1, is a k-dimensional subspace of H with zeroth element excluded.

Proof. Take an arbitrary constant l, e A and consider an eigenvalue problem

(y,u)e RxHo: A(),)u = yBu,

COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS Vol. 40 No. 8 2000
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linear in the spectral parameter y = y(l). As known from the spectral theory of compact operators (e.g., see

[23, p.25I)), this problem has a countable set of positive eigenvalues of flnite multiplicity. Arrange them in
ascending order:

o < Y'(l)

where each number appears as many times as dictated by the corresponding eigenvalue multiplicity. The
corresponding eigenveCtors a1(1") (k = I,2, ...) make up a basis in F1, and we can assume that

(Bur()u), z1(1.)) = 611, k,I = I,2, ..'.

By the Courant-Weyl principle,

Yr(l) = ,f:?T.uf,R(1, 
r')'

Let gl)") = yr(l) - ),. Then, only the roots 1.1 of the equations

9ll) = 0, k = 1,2, '.., l"e A (14)

are the eigenvalues of the problem (1 l).
Let us demonstrate that each equation in (14) has a unique solution. This will entail the first assertation

of the theorem. We use the following lemma to be proved below.

Lemma l. The functions ye(L) (k = I,2, ...) are continuous, positive, and decreasing on L,.

Lemma 1 implies that <pe()") are continuous and decreasing functions on A. Furthermore, by the Courant-
Weyl principle and Conditions 4 and 5, they have opposite signs at the endpoints of A: glf-) > 0 and
gll.)< 0, if k= 1,2, ...,n. This entails the unique solvability of each of the equations (14). Note that
yr(l*)-l*>0fork>nbytheconditionsofthetheorem.Therefore,equationsyr(l)=l.donothaveany
solutions for k > n.The last assertation of the theorem is obviously true.

Proof of Lemma L. By the Courant-Weyl principle and Condition 3, every yll,) is a decreasing function
on the segment A and is obviously positive. To prove its continuity, we note that

lR()., rz) - R(n, rz)l < llA(1.) - a(n)lltJtlJi
\DV, V )

DenotebyEln)thesubspacespannedbytheeigenvectorscorrespondingtotheeigenvaluesYr(4),...,Y/n)
ofproblem (13). Then,

yll) = min max R(1,, v) < max R(1,, rz)
HkcH ve Hk v€ Aln)

( max R(r1, rz) + max lR(),, rz) - R(n, n)l
ve E1(I) ve Er('4)

< Yr(rl) + 1ao,) - e(n)ll ffi#b
This entails the continuity of yd),):

lyo1},)-vtq)l <llarr.t-arnllig,/% -0, ]. 
-Tr.

4. DEFINITION OF Tm OPERATOR Ap(l) FOR (p, l.) e I
The operator A*(l) in problem (P2) was defined only for (p, l) e A, where A is an open set. To use the

results obtained in the preceding section, we must extend it to the closed set [. Because only the operator

S(o) depends on 1., we study its properties in the first place. It is convenient for this study to normalize the

space Wf21f) in the following way:

llull',,r,, = )'{, + Dtal@) + u1@)1. (15)

n=O
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It is known (see, for example, 124,p.29D that there exists such a constant c172 independent of a that

llull r,r,, 3 c r,rllull 1,s v u e w\A1.
Lemma 2. For any c > 0, S(o) is a self-adjoint, nonnegative, and compact operator and llS(a)ll 

- 
0

at o + 0. The operator-valuedfunction S(o') is continuously dffirentiable at o > 0.
Proof. The symmetry and nonnegativity of S(o) are obvious. Let us prove that it is compact. By the prop-

erties of the Bessel functions, the functions K,-1(7)lKnk) (n> 1) are continuous and monotonically increas-
ing from zero to unity on [0, -). Furthermore, the function Hok) = zKtk)lKo(z) is also continuous and
monotonically increasing from zero on [0, -). Define

m(o) = max{l1o(Ro), Ro}.

Then, by the Parseval equality,

(S(o)2, u) s m(o)i' roirr, + u1@\ = *(a)llrll'r.<n.
n=O

Since the inclusion WlfOl c Lr(f) is compact, and llullr,,., < crllrzllr,o for any u e W)(Q), the operator

S(o) is compact and

lls(o)ll <czrm(o). (16)

Note that function ru(o) is continuous on [0, -) and behaves as -l[n(Ro) at zero. Therefore, llS(o)ll .-* 0
&So=-0.

Let us check the differentiability of S(o). Simple calculations show that when z > 0 and n> I,itholds that

0 < H',(7) =
a1(rl-22-n2

32n<2(n+ I), HLk)>0.

Taking c(o) = Rmax { 2, I/i, (Ro) } , we have

o. ftsrol u, u) = !'o";1*o )1.o1(D + u?,(u)l

n=0

s c(o) L' ,, + Dtal(D + u'?,(u)l = c(a)llull',,r, p < cl,rc(c)ll ,ll ?, n .

n=0

The function c(o) is continuous in o at o > 0 and has the singular form -(olno)-r as o 
- 

0.

It follows from Lemma2thatthe operator-valued function S(o) can be continued to the positive semiaxis
[0, -) by setting S(0) = g'

lls(o)-S(n)ll *0aso-*I, o,q € [0,-).

In what follows, the operators S(o) at o € [0, -), and Au(l) at (p, ],) e I are defined by this continuation.

5. CUT-OFF EQUATTON AND CUT-OFF POINTS

It is obvious that the main difficulty in using Theorem I to prove the existence of solutions to problem
(P2) is the veriflcation of Condition 4. Denote by Au the segment [tr-(p), l*(p)], where l-(p) = p/e* and
lJp) = p/e-. In this case, the eigenvalue problem (12) takes the form

(y,u)e AuxV: Asu+1tBou=yBu. (I7)

Indeed,atafixedp>0andl,=1.*(!r),theparameterovanishesandS(o')=0.Problem(17)playsakeyrole
in the proof of the existence of solutions to problem (P2).

For any p ) 0, problem (17) has a countable set of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. Arrange them in
ascending order:

o <v'(p)

COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS Vol. 40 No. 8 2000
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where each numb-er appears as many dmes as dictated by theetgenvarues u." u..o.iu^t"; ;il';j;ili'i.,o.. ,;arr) ,il;;oiffTTffliif,:iT#:ll"illi]:f,.ity. rhese

By the courant-weyr principre, ,", 
^ll";'!_], ?*1r;rll 

, i, i > r.

-*"J:l?,#*; i;i^' 
Ru@) = tA": 

l,B:ir-'t
Lemma 3'Thefunctions yoQt) r*= t'2, ''') are increasing and continuousfunctions of 1t20 such that0 = y,(0)<yz(0), l_(p)<yr(lr)<1.1p; vp>0,

1;tUtt) t

;:*l^I.i.it;:i:Ilr,:,'*jp**F,'#,;****li*','r,Tr"r:":l"*.j,y.r,he.",,":::kerner or the opera.i e, i"""r "; ;;i;ffi .T*9,1;,Ili""liil; I ue y, (0) i ; ;iffi il;l'
o, o,i'o I NJ;,;:T|'#Y onetecause the

Yr(Ir) = T:x{[@*, u1 + 1t[1r - e/e*)u2dx]rur, u7 ,l * y
entairs rhe rower estimare yr(&) > l_(p). rt 

a J J €*

re upper estimate for y,(p) follows from the inequalities

Yr(e) = minRu@)<R,,(l) = ufoffie*J <l*(p).
To prove validity of the equalities (1g), note that, when /c > 1,

t(p,)_ I ,yr(tr) I
t, -r.t-i--;;to

€* = lim e(x) = e(-ro), e_ = mine(x).
Qo be a circle of radiu 

xe Q' 
r€ Q 

-'-'z'
s p centered at the point .16, f)o c f),

uo=T.%,#,
vo be the set of functions in 7 that vanish outside Qo. For u e vp,we have

I
Ru(u) = | {,tor, u) * p I e _ e/e*)ura*]{ar, u)_t + LLo"Jt+

=ffi. t . * =[J 
p a,a.)(,_ 1,,0.) * 16o * r,

' \oo /\ ;" ) u* t+'
Denore by i'f the eigenvarues of the Dirichret probrem on rhe ciabove implies that ---' g.rw'rst 

PruDrsm on the circle Qo. Since .l.f = p.Ll, the estimate

Yr(F) = minmaxRu(a) <.pil maxRu(a)=4 * & * Evkcvue vn *' ' i;;ir';:;r' p.E_ t+ €+.
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Therefore,

o. Yt(P)

P t+ p"pe_ e+

Here, the limit p + € and p -* 0 with p2lt 

-- 
yields (18).

Lemma 4. For every k= 1,2, ,..,the equation

t209

yiltr) = IJtr) (1e)

has a unique solution pp,

0 = pr <VzSFlS...3prS..., tln.---*-, tr+@.
The numbers trLk are the eigenvalues of the problem

ze IA{0} : Asu - ItCu, C = Ln-no. QO)
ts6

Proof. We use the previous lemma. Equation (19) at /< = t has the unique solution Fr = 0. For /r > 2, sup-
pose that

v*(p) = y{tt)/tt-l/e*.
The function vp is continuous at p > 0,

t 
- -1- .0.

,l$uoor) = -, *tgul*) = t r_

Therefore, equation (19) has a solution 1rr > 0 at k> 2.

Let us demonstrate that pl is uniquely determined. To this end, we rewrite equation (17) as

ue V: Asu-ltCu = ltvoQt)Bu. (2r)

This implies that only the eigenvalues of problem (20) can be the roots of equation (19). Next, by the Cou-
rant-Weyl principle for problem (21), pv1(p) is a nonincreasing function (since C > 0). Therefore, v1 is a
decreasing function and has a unique root.

The qualitative behavior of y/.(tr) is illustrated in Fig. 2.The eigenvalue problem (20) is called the cut-
off equation, and the eigenvalues pp are called the cut-off points. For p > 0, we define the integer-valued

Y+(tl)

Yr(P)

Yz(P)

YrGr)

*1"*

Fig.2.
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function

n[t) = max{k : ttr< F}'
Lemmas 3 and 4 entail the following proposition

Theorem 2. Let Vr (k = t,2, . . .) be the cut-off points and n!t) be defined by (22). Then, for any W > 0,
problem (17) has exactly n(1t") eigenvalues (with multiplicities taken into account) in the interval (l-(p),
l*(p)1,

l-(p) < Yr(p) < ... <Y,1,r(F) ( l*(p),

the c orre sponding ei genve c tors are orthonormal :

(But(lt), a;(F)) = 6,y, i, i = r,2, ...,n(lt),

and n!t) >- I for any V > 0, and n(lt) = I for 1t e (0, pzl .

6. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS AND TI{EIR PROPERTIES

Based on the above results, we are now prepared to formulate and prove the main results of this paper.

6.1. Existence Theorem

The following theorem describes the set of solutions to problem (P2).

Theorem 3. Let $r, (k = I,2, . ..) be the cut-off points and function n(trt") be defined by the formula (22).
Then, for any p> 0, problem (P2) has exactly n(1t") solutioles (p, l,r(p), ui!t)),

l-(p) < lr(p) s ... < l",p;(r) < tr.(p).

If Lt _t(V) < lr0r) < lr* r(p), then u1,Qt) are uniquely determined (up to afactor); otherwise, if ]"r-t(V) <
lo(lr)=Ir*r(p)=...=L,r*^-r(F)<lr*.(1s"),thenvectorsui(V),i=k,...,k+m-Icanbeorthonormalized:
(Bui(pt),u1$t))=6,j,i, j - k, ...,k+ m- l. Each l, = lr(p), k> 1 is the unique root of the equation

r = ,f:?n%Ru(t, u), Ru(A.,u) = @0"+v#y.,+-!r(o)u'u).

Proof.Atfixedp>0,theproblemoffindinganonzerofunctionueVandl.eAusatisfying(P2)is
equivalent to the problem studied in Section 3 when

H = V, ll.ll = ll,ll,,n, A().) = Ap(l), A = Ap.

Let us check conditions 1-5 of Theorem l. This would entail the assertions of the theorem being proved.

1. The symmetry and nonnegativity of Au(l) follows from its definition. Furthermore (see (16)),

(Au(A.)u, u) <lllv ulllzrrn> + llull?,r; + pllull?,<n, + m(o)llull3,r.

This implies thatA*(l).*rr, where

m* = {tax,fl 
+ p + c2r,, + czym(o)).

It is also obvious that B > 0, and B is a self-adjoint compact operator, since e(x) is a bounded function on Q

and the embedding Wt fSD c l4@)is compact.

2. Continuity of the operator-valued function Au(l) in l, e Au follows from the continuity of the operator-
valued function S(o) at o > 0.

3. The Rayleigh ratio R(1", a) is

R().,u) = Ru(r, 

^ 
=vw.w, u*0.
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Here, only the second term depends on 1,. Because functions

zK,-{z)/K^(7), n) l, Ho(z), z€ [0, o)
are monotonically increasing, the product (S(o)a, z) monotonically increases with o and is a monotonically
decreasing function of .1, at l. e Au. Thus, R(),, a) decreases as a function of l, at any fixed z.

4. The number n(p) of the eigenvalues y1(p) of problem (17) is determined by relation (22) (seeTheorem 2).

5. The inequality

Ru(1,-(F), u) > l-(P) Vu e F1\{0}

is valid by Lemma 3 and nonnegativity of the operator S. Moreover, for any l. e Au, we have

Ru(A', u)rW#A> Yr(F) t E = r-(p).

Thus, all conditions of Theorem I are fulfilled. By Theorem 1, the problem (P2) has exactly n(p) solutions
(p,li(p), a(p)) for any p > 0:

l_(p) < l,(p) < ... < l.,1uy(F) < lJp).
Note that l.lp) is defined for any F > Fr.

6.2. Properties of Dispersion Curves

By Theorem 3, the set of (p, l,) for which problem (P2) has nontrivial solutions consists of the dispersion
curves )" = li,(F), where F € ([ri,, -). Let us describe some of their properties. For & > l, define

f r(v,),) = ,f:'rn"ARu()t,u).

It can readily be shown thatfl,Qt,l) (k > 1) is increasing in p, decreasing in 1., and Lipschitzian with respect
to its arguments. To prove the last property, it suffices to follow the proof of Lemma I and to take into
account the differentiability of the operator-valued function ,S(o) at o > 0.

Lemma 5. For every k> I the dispersion curve )v1,= lr(F) defined on (pr, -) is a Lipschitzian increasing

function and

,. loGr) I
llm- = -.p-+- p E+

Proof. The functionftlt,l) (k > 1) increases with p. At any F € ([rr, -), the value of ]"p is a solution to
the equation )" =fo1t,l,). Consequently, 1.1= trr(F) (k > 1) is an increasing function of p. Furthermore, let
p >p. Then,

0 < Io(0) -lo0r) = [f r(fi,lo(p)) - f o(fi,lr(p))]
+[,fr(p,lr(p)) -f tQt,lr$t))] <f o(V,lr0r)) -f r,Qt,flp))<c(0-tt)

and, consequently, p + )"t1t) (k2 1) is a Lipschitzian function. Equation (23) is proved by analogy to the
corresponding statement of Lemma 3.

6.3. Properties of Eigenfunctions

The analysis above provides insufficient information about the eigenfunctions of problem (P1). More
information is readily obtained by using Theorem 3 and the equivalence of problems (P2) and (Pl).

Let ()"0(p), a(p)) be a solution to problem (P2) at fixed p. Consider the metaharmonic continuation of

the trace of function u1(p) defined on the contour f into Q-. The resulting function on R2 is denoted by
ukQD, ukGL) e Hr . For any v € .Flr, we have

(23)

J tvrotrrl ' vrz + ytuo11t1u1d* =

R2

Io(p) 
J 

ez

R'

o11t1udr.

COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS Vol. 40 No. 8 2000
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Based on Theorem 3 and on the uniqueness of the metaharmonic continuation, the following proposition
is proved by a standard reasoning.

Theorem 4. The eigenfunctions uk(1t) corresponding to dffirent eigenvalues l.e(p) are orthogonal:

!erl11r\"^1tDdx = 0, ,/ llp) +L^(V).

R.

If Lo-,Qt) < l*(p) < lr* r(r), then uk(1t") is determined unicluely (up to a normalization); otherwise, tf L*-,(V) <

h(p) = lr* r(p) = ... = Lr*,,-t(p) < lr*,,(!r), then there exists an orthonormal set of functions ui(1t), i =
k.....k+m-1.

4.

5.

t.
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